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Comments: Holland Lake.

 

A mysterious, majestic and magical corner of the Bob Marshall Wilderness, like many other open lands in

Montana and across the West, it cannot be tamed, despite our efforts to bend it to our will.

 

We have implemented ourselves across Montana and across this great nation, enforcing unfortunate changes to

nature itself, despite its constant begrudging battle to fight back humankind. We are just a host on this planet that

will go on in history - nature and everything growing within it will withstand and reestablish itself time and time

again.

 

We cannot take advantage of our time here, we must embrace it.

 

Holland Lake is one of many vulnerable places to newcomers in Montana, destined to fabricate it for simple and

greedy  profit, the goal in mind is to remove the mystery that Montana has wielded for millennia. This should not

even be considered and should be taken off the table for any future consideration. Remodeling the lodge should

be the only option.

 

My family has lived in the Big Sky Country for five generations. I hope to continue that legacy and share the

importance of conserving resources and treating our public lands with ultimate respect.  Our children, our

grandchildren, and so forth, they don't deserve to see what we are turning Montana into, they deserve to see

what it once was and should always be - The Last Best Place.

 

As people in power of such massive decisions, this is something that should be heavily considered for the now,

for the future. I thank you for all of the efforts of the federal staff protecting our forests and animals, for the sake

of them alone I hope you understand the importance of leaving little to no trace behind.


